PICACHO PEAK STATE PARK

GEOCACHE PERMIT APPLICATION

Date: _______/_______/ 20____

Cache Name: _____________________________________________________________

Cache Code (to be entered once approved) : __________

Location:  N____°____._______  W____°____._______

Descriptive Location:

Closest designated parking area: _____________________________________________

Cache located along which designated park trail: _____________________________

Approx. distance from trailhead to cache: ________ ft/yards/miles (circle one)

Near which landmark (Top of peak, Children’s cave, etc):____________________

Hidden under/in:  rock(s) _____  tree____  Other:___________________________

No ground disturbance (digging) is permitted while hiding or seeking for a cache.

Terrain & safety considerations:

Caches cannot be placed in an unsafe location as determined by the Park Manager, or in any area where their placement or presence would violate any Arizona State Parks Rules or Arizona Revised Statues.

Caches must be located where they can be accessed directly from a designated park trail shown on the park map/brochure without creating or using “social” or “wildcat” trails.

Caches cannot be located where the navigation to them requires the crossing of fence lines or the parking of vehicles outside of designated parking areas.

Distance from the designated trail to the cache location: _________ft

Is the cache near a drop-off/ledge/cliff?  ____No  ____Yes

If yes, drop-off/ledge/cliff within _______ft

Is the cache located near any of the steel cables?  ____No  ____Yes

If yes, cables within _______ft
Does one have to climb outside of designated cable routes to access the cache?  
_____No  ___Yes

Is the cache near a fence line?  ____No  ___Yes  If yes, fence within ____ft  
Does the fence line have to be crossed in order to access the cache?  
_____No  ____Yes

The above information is subject to verification by Arizona State Parks and in the event that material facts have been misrepresented in this application, the cache will be removed immediately and without further warning. The cache and its contents will be kept as evidence and not be returned to their owner.

I understand the geocaching rules and guidelines set forth in this document and agree to hide the above cache in accordance with these rules. I understand that in the event Arizona State Parks adopts an agency-wide geocaching policy that further limits or prohibits the placement of geocaches in State Parks, that policy shall supersede this document.

_________________________________________ Date

Applicant’s Signature

Application  □ Approved  □ Disapproved

Park Manager, Picacho Peak State Park

Applicant’s Contact Information:

Name:_________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________

Phone: (______)________________

Email:_______________________________________